
 

AUTOMATIC GATES WHAT DOES G-A-M DO? 

 

What does gate-a-mation actually do? We are experts in closing gates for our customers! 

Offering a level of protection and security for themselves and their property, with reliable 

service, delivering convenience and style, to the best of our ability. 

 

   
 

Close gates! A gate can be a huge benefit to any property, offering numerous advantages, 

most of which are achieved only with it being closed! 

 

What about opening them? If a gate is kept closed, then opening it, is also important, 

just as long as it closes again. 

 

But what if the gate is best left open? If a gate needs to be left open then its worthiness 

could be disputed. However there are many go reasons some gates are held open, even 

just for a short period of time. Rush hour, School comings & goings, Building works, A 

Party, Deliveries etc. But leaving a gate open allows unrestricted access, without control 

and little deterrent (physical or perceived) 

 

   
 

Gates that are left open can be a clear advertisement that owners are away, when they are 

closed during holidays, etc. Open gates offer little traffic calming benefit, nor can they 

restrict unwanted passage of man or beast or in some cases rubbish. 

 

Cosmetically gates can look better closed and as a physiological deterrent to ward off the 

nasties, a closed gate does its job. 

 



What else do you do? As much as we can to ensure your gate closes safely after use as 

often as it is needed, for as long as we are able. 

 

We offer services that cover: Consultation, Design & Planning, Liaison, Building & 

Civils work. Electrical, Ducting & Cabling with Fabrication & Erection or Adaption as 

required. Controls & Equipment installation, Command, Safety, Communications & 

Associated items, with others specific to each and every unique project. 

 

   
 

What about after sales & support? A full comprehensive support service for any system, 

regardless of maker or make, is provided for by us, with a focus on best advice, longer 

term value and safe use. 

 

   
 

Individual system technical file creation and or management including reporting 

platforms, testing and maintenance scheduling are some of the requirements every 

installation has to have (Log book, M.O.T & servicing for powered gates) 

 

   
 

Each day people continue to enjoy the service their well-maintained system has to offer! 
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